Where teaching and learning come together

Your all in one place for learning, Google Classroom is an easy-to-use and secure tool that helps educators manage, measure, and enrich learning.

Easy to get started and simple to use
Sign in once, and get to work with Classroom in minutes. Use Google Workspace for Education tools like Docs and Slides – and enjoy access to top education technology apps and tools.

Built to make learning more personal – with seamless collaboration
Work together with the whole class, groups, or individuals within Classroom in the same document – or connect face-to-face with reliable, secure Google Meet video conferencing – accessible directly within Classroom.

Engage from anywhere, on any device
Make your classes more versatile and mobile – Classroom can be accessed on any device, even with low bandwidth or offline.

150+ million
students and teachers around the world use Classroom.

“Google’s education tools are designed for an education environment. But they’re also invaluable for our administrators, starting with the basic real-time collaboration capability.”

Hector Perez, Executive Director of Technology, United Independent School District
Enhancing what’s possible for teachers, students, and education leaders

Classroom was built to give teachers easier, more dynamic ways to connect with their students. We listen to feedback from educational communities around the world in order to improve our tools to elevate the magic of teaching and learning.

Save time.

Streamline classroom management
- Schedule tasks, assignments, quizzes, and more across multiple classes, in a few clicks
- Add students to a new course quickly by sharing a link or code, or integrate with your SIS to set up and sync classes
- Create, start, and join a Google Meet video meeting right from Classroom
- Easily find and add videos to your lessons with the YouTube picker in Classroom

Grade efficiently
- Access grading features from anywhere, even on mobile
- Track student progress with a holistic view of their scores in your gradebook

Provide clear and rich feedback
- Keep grading consistent and transparent with rubrics displayed right alongside student work
- Store frequently used feedback in a customizable comment bank
- Export grades from Classroom to your student information system - for Infinite Campus, Skyward, and Follett Aspen

Personalize learning.

Make each lesson more personal
- Transform new and existing teaching content into engaging and interactive assignments using practice sets
- Integrate EdTech tools like IXL, Kahoot!, Nearpod, and Pear Deck with Classroom add-ons
- Students can check their own work against hundreds of billions of published sources to flag missing citations before submitting with originality reports
- Teachers can detect potential plagiarism by scanning student submissions against a domain-specific repository of past student work

Support all types of learners
- Students can learn in their best ways when you adjust settings for accessibility or set up student accounts for individualized education plans
- Assign material to specific groups that need differentiated coursework

Help students stay organized
- Coursework documents upload as templates to give each student a copy
- Due dates automatically appear on student calendars when an assignment is distributed
- Everyone in the class can stay on track with student and teacher to-do pages as well as customized email and push notifications on mobile and desktop

Manage with ease.

Apply analytics to keep improving
- Investigate system performance and security issues by accessing audit logs from the Admin Console, or use reports to identify events like how a class or student was deleted
- Export Classroom logs to BigQuery to analyze student adoption or engagement

Stay flexible and scalable
- Serve any size educational community
- Create and manage classes at scale by syncing Classroom rosters from your Student Information System, powered by Clever
- Push top EdTech tools to educators across your domain with Classroom add-ons

Stay secure and compliant
- Rely on our industry-leading global network built with multilayered, full-stack security
- We meet the most rigorous global education standards for security and privacy, and we’re audited by independent, third-party organizations
- There’s no advertising in Classroom and a student’s personal information isn’t used to create ad profiles for targeting
- Only Classroom participants have access to their specific class activities and content

A solution for every school and every budget

Classroom is available at no charge for educational institutions, whether they use Google Workspace for Education or a traditional LMS. Schools that need more enhanced tools within Classroom can upgrade to paid editions of Google Workspace for Education.
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Bring teaching and learning together
edu.google.com/classroom

1. Available in certain Google Workspace for Education paid editions
2. Coming soon
* Currently available in limited regions